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20 years of 

Experience !!

Founded in 1998, EGC is a brand brought to you by the Elevation Group.
From all kind of modular Kitchen programs to a full range of Closets and Bath Vanities, and new build 
home lifestyle furniture, EGC brings complete solutions with unbeatable quality .

EGC offers a comprehensive choice of materials, styles, designs, accessories, and combinations, which 
help in making every product unique, customized and one of its kind. 

EGC has over 35 models to offer with more than 200 color options and over 250 handle designs, with 
more than 2,000 permutation and combination options. 
The in-house visionary Designing and Operations team at our Studios, help you turn your dreams into 
reality. EGC assurance can delight you, due to its 100% state of the art production facilities. 

BACK
GROUND



Perspective………..

Is 
Design…



Meals
and 

Memories 
Are made here



Kitchens !!
Touches  Of Glamour....



An original scheme in 

a context out of the 

ordinary.

The interiors are 

bordered off by 

backdrop-walls which

create perspectives 

that are new each time 

in a fluid and

rhythmic sequence 

where the combinations 

of shapes and 

materials map out a 

new idea of 

elegance.

01



The kitchen puts over a sense of lightness thanks to 

the open end units and the transparent 

glass support of the snack counter 

and white gloss Finish. 02



A careful study of the details was reserved

for the kitchen with top in 

black Quartz Stone and sink area formed 

by two design modules in stainless steel 

with raised outer edge..
03



The doors, 

top and back of 

the kitchen

have a matte 

finish, silky to 

the touch,

which adds 

luxury 

to the space 

together

with other 

important 

features 

such as 

the flat 

groove..

04



The kitchen with 

doors 

in solid 

wood with

matte white 

lacquer finish 

has a classic 

feel perfectly

combined with 

the more 

contemporary 

details, such

as the top and 

back in black 

texture 

and the

appliances 

and handles 

in satin finish 

steel.

05



Simple, in white wood with visible grain, 

This kitchen is young and ultra-practical. 

The things used every day are left on 

display. 

After all, we start eating with our eyes, 

don’t we?
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Drawers...

07



Accessorize..

08



09 Appliances. . . 





The joy
of

Dressing 
is an art.



Walk In
Closets !!

Essence  Of Vintage....



01
In the interiors, 

what is wonderful is the atmosphere 

that the light gives to the 

space.



02
Space

become 

architectural 

space

thanks to 

its limits, 

its surfaces,

its materials

and the way 

in which these 

are combined.

All that

creates a 

certain kind 

of 

Image and 

atmosphere.”



03
You always have to project a thing considering it

in its larger context,

a closet in a room a room in the house,

And the house in the environment,



Sliding
Closets !!

Extreme  Transformation…….



01
Simplicity of beige matte is an ultimate 

form of 

sophistication.



02
The details for closet with a vision 

are not the details . . .

They make the 

designs.



03
Design must

Seduce, 

Shape and 

Perhaps more

Importantly,

Evoke an

Emotional

Response.



04
Glory of white 

Matte 

With a 

minimalistic 

Form of veneer

Make it . . . . .

Ageless.



Wing
Closets !!

Beauty  with  gratitude……….



01
Darkness of

Wood veneer

Gives

subtle feel

To a room

Makes it . . . . .

natural 



02
Seamless 

handles

With a 

minimalistic 

Form of matt 

Lacquer….

Sense of 

Curiosity



03
a harmonious 

union of 

modern style 

and a taste

for the 

Handle-less 

Passion.



04
The wardrobe is integrated with the garden

area in an aesthetic of sophisticated

continuity.



05
Different materials combined with wood,

such as bronze profile and dark mirror

finish, are used in a contrast to map 

out the space.



06
This tendency towards integration reflects

a new idea of combination which takes

shape in effectively multipurpose furniture 

and “bridge elements”.



07
Personalized     

Closet internals..



08
Personalized     

Closet internals..



09 Modularity examples……….



Come on
in

and smell
the books.



Cases !!
Beauty  with  gratitude……….



01
The interiors of living,

become the theater of our life, that scene 

where rooms allow the change, the dynamics 

of attitudes and situations.



02
Architecture isn’t based on concrete and 

steel and the elements of the ground.

It’s based on the design wonder.



03
The beauty of ash iron with subtle matt 

Lacquer gives this spacious Media unit

an edge.



04
A planned integration of arte-facts,

Books and crockery make this dining

Cabinet purely combined.



Allow all
your

Stress to
wash away.



Bath  Vanities !!
Design …..Rigorous & Refined



01
The pleasant form of seamless lacquer

is the symbol of our memories and our

Simple yet strong 

personalities.



02
This refers to a past full of aesthetic 

values and known the importance of comfort:

the equipped drawers, under sink base



03
The magic charm of the details express

the value of a determined and

tenacious bath vanity with steel profile

touch.



04
Nowadays everything can be realized

thanks to the technical skill and the

Inspirations, design can rediscover

inside our memory.



STRUCTURE FINISHINGS
MR GRADE PLYWOOD

Hazel cambric White

FRONTS

Oak Ivory Grey Beige

White cambric Walnut

INTERNAL FINISH



Veneer- matte and gloss
FRONT FINISHINGS

Lacquer -matte and gloss

Foil- matte and gloss



Facility:



Our Reputed Clients……

Mr. Sudhir Dhingra

Founder & Owner

Orient Craft

Mr. Yuvraj Singh

Cricketer 

Mr. Sidharth Malhotra

Actor

Mr. Amab Goswami

News Anchor 

Mr. Navneet Kalra

Khan Chacha / Dayal

Opticals

Mr. Raj Chopra

Chairman

Competent Motors 



Our Reputed Clients……

Mr. Rahul Kansal

Director, The Times of India

Mr. L D Mittal

Chairman, Sonalika Tractors 

Mr. Ravi Nath

Chairman,

Rajinder Narain & Co.

Mr. Sandeep Bamzai

Economist 

Mr. RC Bhargava

Chairman, Maruti Suzuki



EGC Home Solutions
Khasra no 345 /346, MG Road, Sultanpur, 

Behind Lata Green Farm House , New- Delhi-
110030. India  

info@egchomesolutions.com

egchomesolutions.com
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